Films Shown by Series: Fall 1999 - Winter 2006
Winter 2006

Children’s Classics Matinees
Mary Poppins
Babe
The Great Muppet Caper
The Lady and the Tramp
Wallace and Gromit in The Curse of the Were-Rabbit

The Overlooked Ford
Up the River
The Whole Town’s Talking
Pilgrimage
Judge Priest / The Sun Shines Bright
The Fugitive
Wagon Master
The Wings of Eagles
Cheyenne Autumn
Seven Women

Labor, Globalization, and the New Economy: Recent Films
Bread and Roses
The Corporation
Enron: The Smartest Guys in the Room
Human Resources
Life and Debt
The Take
Blind Shaft
The Devil’s Miner / The Yes Men
Darwin’s Nightmare

Erich von Stroheim
The Unbeliever
Blind Husbands
Foolish Wives
Merry-Go-Round
Greed
The Merry Widow
The Wedding March
The Great Gabbo
Queen Kelly
Five Graves to Cairo

Cine Brazil 2000s
The Man Who Copied
City of God
Olga
Bus 174
Possible Loves
Carandiru
God is Brazilian
Madam Satan
Hans Staden
Central Station

Fosse
Kiss Me Kate
The Affairs of Dobie Gillis
White Christmas
My Sister Eileen
The Pajama Game
How to Succeed in Business Without Really Trying
Sweet Charity
Cabaret
The Little Prince
All That Jazz

Shaolin Chop Sockey!!
Enter the Dragon
Shaolin Temple
Blazing Temple
The 36th Chamber of Shaolin
Shao Lin Tzu
Martial Arts of Shaolin
Iron Monkey
Fong Sai Yuk
Shaolin Soccer
Shaolin vs. Evil Dead

Fall 2005

From the Trenches: The Everyday Soldier
All Quiet on the Western Front
Fires on the Plain (Nobi)
The Big Red One: The Reconstruction
Das Boot
Taegukgi Hwinalrrmyeo: The Brotherhood of War
Platoon
Kippur
No Man's Land
Battle of San Pietro (short) and Gunner's Palace

Robots!
Short Circuit
Bill and Ted's Bogus Journey (not shown; Swank sent wrong film)
Metropolis
Terminator 2: Judgment Day
The Day the Earth Stood Still
Kronos
Forbidden Planet
Transformers: The Movie
The Iron Giant
Star Wars

Hard-Boiled Dames: The Women of Film
Noir
Marked Woman
Double Indemnity
Woman in the Window
The Killers
Gun Crazy
Out of the Past
The Big Sleep
Caged
The Hitch-Hiker
I Want to Live!

Crumbling Aristocracies
Grey Gardens
Rules of the Game
The Magnificent Ambersons
The Music Room
The Leopard
The Makioka Sisters
Earrings of Madame De . . .
The Exterminating Angel
The Garden of the Finzi-Contini
Gone with the Wind

Jean-Luc Godard (JLG): The Early Films, 1960-1967
Breathless
Vivre Sa Vie
Contempt
Alphaville
Pierrot le Fou
Masculin-Feminine
La Chinoise
Weekend

Wong Kar-Wai and Jia Zhang-Ke
As Tears Go By
Days of Being Wild
Ashes of Time
Chungking Express
Fallen Angels
Happy Together
Platform
Unknown Pleasures
(In the Mood for Love shown on weekend)

Summer 2005

Grand Illusion
Love Parade
DIG
Early Summer

M.
Lavender Hill Mob
Hedwig and the Angry Inch
Sunset Blvd.

Boudu Saved from Drowning
Naked Lunch
The Blue Angel
The Ring

Nanook of the North
J'accuse (1937)
Scarface (1983)
Word Wars

A Farewell to Arms
At Land / Meshes of the Afternoon / Divine Horsemen: Living Gods of Haiti 39 Steps End of the Century

Virdiana Woman in the Dunes Life of Brian Guerilla: the Taking of Patty Hearst

Alexander Nevsky The Black Pirate The General Memento

Detour Safety Last Kind Hearts and Coronets Bukowski: Born Into This

The Falls The Ox Bow Incident East of Eden In Cold Blood

Ratcatcher The Return Orphans of the Storm The Apartment

Spring 2005

Exotic Actresses: Baker, Brooks and Wong Zou Zou Princess Tam Tam Pandora's Box Diary of a Lost Girl Beggars of Life Toll of the Sea Shanghai Express Piccadilly Daughter of Shanghai

History of Animation Early Animation Germans

Studio Era What's Opera Doc? / Fantasia Lye and McLaren Hubley Quay Brothers and Janie Geiser Stop Animation Slavic Animation The New Animation

Friends & Lovers Bonnie and Clyde Sid and Nancy Fanny and Alexander Thelma and Louise Manny and Lo Jules and Jim Harold and Maude Benny and Joon Fando y Lis Milo and Otis

Hindi Hearthrobs: Khan Men and Others Lagaan Bollywood/Hollywood The Hero Hum Aapke Hain Koun Koi Mil Gaya Mohabbatein Kabhi Khushi Kabhie Gham Hum Tum Kai Ho Naa Ho

BABS
Funny Girl
On a Clear Day You Can See Forever
What's Up Doc?
The Way We Were
Yentl

Takashi Miike
Dead or Alive: Final
Audition
Gozu
The Happiness of the Katakuris
Ichi the Killer

**Winter 2005**

Anarchist Cinema: The Vaudeville Experience
A Night at the Opera
International House
Hellzapoppin
Palmy Days
Stand Up and Cheer
Way Out West
The Diplomaniacs
So Long Letty
Strictly Dynamite

Nuclear Radiation and Hibakusha
Dr. Strangelove
Hibakusha at the End of the World (videoprojected)
Lost Generation / I Live in Fear
War and Peace (videoprojected)
Prophecy / When the Wind Blows
Chernobyl Heart / Nadya's Village
Black Rain
Trinity and Beyond
Godzilla
China Syndrome

Noir in French Cinema
Pepe Le Moko
Le Jour Se Leve
La Chienne
Le Corbeau

Quai des Orfevres
Casque d'Or
Bob Le Flambeur
Shoot the Piano Player
Band of Outsiders
Le Cercle Rouge

Woody Allen and His Inspirations
Sweet and Lowdown
La Strada
Manhattan Murder Mystery
Rear Window
Interiors
Cries and Whispers
Everyone Say I Love You
Top Hat
Stardust Memories
8 ½

Contemporary Iranian Film
Children of Heaven
Crimson Gold
At Five in the Afternoon (not shown; film did not arrive in time)
Taste of Cherry
10 on Ten
A Moment of Innocence
Leila
Marooned in Iraq
Under the Skin of the City
Smell of Camphor, Fragrance of Jasmine

Zombies!
White Zombie
I Walked with a Zombie
The Dead Are Alive
Zombie
Day of the Dead
The Beyond
The Evil Dead
Dead Alive
Cemetery Man
Undead
Fall 2004

Classic Melodrama: From Griffith to Sirk
Way Down East
Camille
Stella Dallas
History Is Made at Night
Penny Serenade
Now, Voyager
Mildred Pierce
Letter From an Unknown Woman
All That Heaven Allows

Nordic
Open Hearts
Elling
Noi Albinoi
101 Rekjavik
Together
Songs from the Second Floor
The Man Without a Past
Mifune
Italian for Beginners
Insomnia

Occupation, Colonialism, Human Rights
The Sorrow and the Pity
Battle of Algiers
Franz Fanon: Black Skin, White Mask
Arna’s Children
Utamigaru
Emitai
Gandhi
Burn!
Kanehssatake
Rabbit-Proof Fence

Mizoguchi
Hometown
The Story of the Last Chrysanthemums
The 47 Ronin, Pts. I & II
My Love Has Been Burning
Life of Oharu
Sisters of the Gion
Ugetsu
Sansho the Bailiff

Summer 2004

Foreign Correspondent
And Then There Were None
Slime People
The Princess Bride

The Thief of Baghdad
Bed and Sofa
Anatomy of a Murder
Nightmare on Elm Street

A Nous La Liberte
He Who Gets Slapped
The Battleship Potemkin
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes

The Last of the Mohicans (1920)
Les Enfants Terribles
A Star is Born (1937)
Groundhog Day
Bertolucci / Pasolini
- Accattone (videoprojected)
- Oedipus Rex
- The Last Emperor
- The Gospel According to St. Matthew
- Before the Revolution (videoprojected)
- Hawks and Sparrows
- The Spider’s Stratagem
- The Conformist
- Salo (120 Days of Sodom)
- 1900

Spike Lee
- Joe’s Bed-Stuy Barbershop: We Cut Heads
- She’s Gotta Have It
- School Daze
- Do the Right Thing
- Mo Better Blues
- Jungle Fever
- Malcolm X
- Clockers
- Get on the Bus
- Summer of Sam

Spring 2004

Ben Hecht: Classic Hollywood Screenwriter
- Underworld
- Design for Living
- Hallelujah, I’m a Bum
- Nothing Sacred / Angels over Broadway
- Gunga Din
- Wuthering Heights
- His Girl Friday
- Notorious
- Kiss of Death (not shown; replaced by 90s remake)

Ben Hecht: Classic Hollywood Screenwriter
- Underworld
- Design for Living
- Hallelujah, I’m a Bum
- Nothing Sacred / Angels over Broadway
- Gunga Din
- Wuthering Heights
- His Girl Friday
- Notorious
- Kiss of Death (not shown; replaced by 90s remake)
Battle Sounds

Anime
Ghost in the Shell
Princess Monomoke
Legend of the Overfiend
Metropolis
Millennium Actress
Jin-Roh
Tamala 2010: A Punk Cat in Space
Akira
Spirited Away
Memories

Winter 2004

Czech Film
Ecstasy
The Shop on Main Street
The Daisies
Closely Observed Trains (videoprojected)
The Firemen's Ball
The Ear
The Millennial Bee (not shown)
Kolya
Little Otik

Crazy in the Desert
The King Is Alive
Gerry
Ishtar
Even Dwarfs Started Small
Holy Smoke
Passion in the Desert
Lawrence of Arabia
Whity / Simon of the Desert
The Sheltering Sky
Lost in La Mancha

French Women Directors
Chaos
Friday Night
Girls Can't Swim
The Taste of Others
Cleo from 5 to 7 (videoprojected)
Olivia

Jeanne Dielman
Inch 'allah Dimanche
La Maternelle
India Song

Audrey Hepburn
Roman Holiday
Sabrina
Funny Face
Two for the Road
The Nun's Story (videoprojected)
Breakfast at Tiffany's
Charade
The Children's Hour
My Fair Lady
Wait Until Dark

70s New York
Klute
The Taking of Pelham 123
Claudine
Dog Day Afternoon
Taxi Driver
Saturday Night Fever
An Unmarried Woman
El Super
The Warriors
Manhattan

Guy Maddin / Hou Hsiao-Hsien
Tales from the Gimli Hospital
Archangel
Careful
Eye Like a Strange Balloon / Twilight of the
Ice Nymphs
The Heart of the World / Dracula: Pages
from a Virgin's Diary
The Time to Live and the Time to Die
Flowers of Shanghai
The Puppet Master
Good Men, Good Women
Goodbye South, Goodbye North
**Fall 2003**

**Russian Epics**
The End of St. Petersburg
Ivan the Terrible, Part I / Ivan the Terrible, Part II
Commissar
Siberiade
Come and See
My Name Is Ivan
Andrei Rublev
Burnt by the Sun
Russian Ark

**Silent by Choice**
Flaming Creatures
Psyche / Sorrows / Twice a Man
Tom, Tom the Piper's Son
The Magic Lantern Cycle
Ashik Kerib
Conspirators of Pleasure
Powaqqatsi: Life in Transformation
Cremaster, Parts 4 and 5
Corpus Callosum
Film of Her / Decasia

**Satyajit Ray**
Pather Panchali
Aparajito
Apu Sansar
Devi
The Expedition
Charulata
Nayak: The Hero
Company Limited
The Branches of the Tree
The Adventures of Goopy and Bagha (not shown)

**The Revisionist Western**
Shane
Johnny Guitar
The Tall T
The Magnificent Seven
The Man who Shot Liberty Valance
A Fistful of Dollars

**3:10 to Yuma**
Once Upon a Time in the West
The Wild Bunch
McCabe and Mrs. Miller

**English Hitchcock**
The Pleasure Garden
The Lodger
Blackmail
Murder
The Man Who Knew Too Much
Secret Agent
Sabotage
Young and Innocent
The Lady Vanishes
Number Seventeen / Bon Voyage / Adventure malgache

**Food on the Menu**
Babette's Feast
The Celebration
Eat, Drink, Man, Woman
The Cook, the Thief, His Wife, and Her Lover
La Grande Bouffe
Big Night
Mostly Martha
The Texas Chainsaw Massacre
The Discreet Charm of the Bourgeoisie
Soul Food

**Summer 2003**

Frenzy
La Symphonie Pastorale
Fallen Angels
Brother

Strangers on a Train
Adventures of Robin Hood
Happy Together
The House of Yes

The Birds
Diabolique
Damn Yankees (videoprojected)
Tron
Knife in the Water
Dressed to Kill
Little Shop of Horrors
Run Lola Run

Repulsion
The Sound Barrier
Dude, Where's My Car?
Safe (not shown, replaced by The Velvet Goldmine)

Cul-de-Sac
Glen or Glenda?
The Umbrellas of Cherbourg
The Last Temptation of Christ

Juve vs. Fantomas
Putney Swope
Duck Soup
The Woman in White

Menilmontant / Blood of a Poet
Destiny
Dangerous Lives of Altar Boys (not shown)
Frantic

Eyes without a Face
Cops / The Paleface / Seven Chances
Rancho Notorious
Blow-Up

Day of Wrath
World for Ransom
Belle de Jour (not shown – replaced by That Obscure Object of Desire)
Atomic Café

Spring 2003

Voyage to Italy: Postwar Italian Films
A Voyage to Italy
Ossessione
Open City
Shoeshine
La Terra Trema

Umberto D.
I Vitelloni
L'Avventura
Il Posto

Chicago Stories
Scarface (1932)
Call Northside 777
A Raisin in the Sun
Carrie (1951)
Medium Cool
Cooley High
The Blues Brothers
Sixteen Candles
Hoop Dreams
High Fidelity

Powell and Pressburger
An Airman's Letter to His Mother / The Edge of the World
The 49th Parallel
The Life and Death of Colonel Blimp
A Canterbury Tale
I Know Where I'm Going
A Matter of Life and Death
Black Narcissus
The Red Shoes
The Battle of the River Plate
Ill Met By Moonlight

Uppers and Downers
Easy Rider
Up in Smoke
Basketball Diaries
Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas
Requiem for a Dream
Trainspotting
Traffic
Go
Altered States
Half Baked

Black and White Westerns
The Toll Gate / Scarlet Days
The Covered Wagon
The Great K and A Train Robbery / Bar 20
The Virginian
Guns and Guitars / Utah
My Darling Clementine
Forty Guns
The Treasure of Sierra Madre
Red River
High Noon

Burton / Buscemi
Pee Wee’s Big Adventure
Beetlejuice
Edward Scissorhands
Ed Wood
Vincent / The Nightmare Before Christmas
Trees Lounge
Parting Glances
Living in Oblivion
The Wedding Singer
Ghost World

**Winter 2003**

Sidney Poitier and the Civil Rights Era
Cry, the Beloved Country (videoprojected)
Intruder in the Dust / The Quiet One
Blackboard Jungle
Edge of the City / The Defiant Ones
Lilies of the Field
Attica / Pig Power / Nothing But a Man
Black Panther / In the Heat of the Night
To Sir with Love
Black Power: We’re Goin’ Survive America /
Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner?

**Contemporary French**

Happenstance
Time Out
Lumumba
The Piano Teacher
Girls Can’t Swim
Va savoir
Read My Lips
8 Women
How I Killed My Father
In Praise of Love

Fast-Talking Dames
Dinner at Eight
The Thin Man
The Moon’s Our Home / Easy Living (1937)
Twentieth Century
Mr. Deeds Goes to Town
Stage Door
The Awful Truth
Bringing Up Baby
Midnight
Roxie Hart / Remember the Night

**David Lynch**

Pretty as a Picture
Eraserhead (videoprojected)
The Elephant Man
Dune
Blue Velvet
Wild at Heart
Twin Peaks: Fire Walk with Me
Lost Highway
The Straight Story
Mulholland Drive

**Queer Heroes**

Living with Pride: Ruth Ellis@100 / The
Times of Harvey Milk
Aimee and Jaguar
The Eyes of Tammy Faye / Scout’s Honor
Trembling Before G-d
Before Night Falls
Paris is Burning / Benjamin Smoke
Wilde
Southern Comfort / My Left Breast
The Man who Drove Mandela / Tongues
Untied
I’m the One that I Want

**Vampires**

Vampyr / Nosferatu (1922, not shown)
Mark of the Vampire / Plan 9 from Outer Space
Black Sunday
The Fearless Vampire Killers
Hour of the Wolf
Vampire Circus
Contemporary Mexican Cinema
- Like Water for Chocolate
- Danzon
- Cabeza de Vaca
- Angel of Fire
- Deep Crimson
- Who the Hell is Juliette?
- Guilt Free
- Amores Perros
- Chronicle of a Breakfast
- Missing Young Woman

Fall 2002
- Blank Tasks
- La Belle Noiseuse
- Seventh Continent
- Goalie’s Anxiety at the Penalty Kick
- Walkabout
- The Gleaners and I
- Belfast, Maine
- Celine and Julie Go Boating
- Van Gogh
- Jeanne Dielman (not shown)

Postwar German Identity
- Lissy
- Divided Heaven
- A Call Girl Named Rosemarie
- Trace of Stones
- Yesterday Girl / The Middle of the Road is a Very Dead End
- Why Does Herr R. Run Amok? / Chinese Roulette
- The Naked Man on the Athletic Field / Solo Sunny
- Ticket of No Return / Redupers
- Ludwig, Requiem for a King (not shown)
- Germany, Pale Mother

Rockumentary
- Don’t Look Back
- Monterey Pop
- Gimme Shelter
- Last Waltz
- The Filth and the Fury
- The Decline of Western Civilization
- Stop Making Sense
- This Is Spinal Tap
- Hype!
- Meeting People is Easy

In the News
- The Front Page
- Five-Star Final
- Foreign Correspondent (not shown because last reel not sent)
- The Philadelphia Story
- Deadline, U.S.A.
- Park Row
- While the City Sleeps (not shown because of power outage)
- The Day the Earth Caught Fire
- All the President’s Men
- The Killing Fields

Behind the Tube
- Network
- Shock Treatment
- Videodrome
- UHF
- Wayne’s World
- Quiz Show
- To Die For
- The Truman Show
- Bamboozled
- Natural Born Killers

Summer 2002
- The Circus (Chaplin) / Two Tars (Laurel and Hardy)
- Verboten
- Bicycle Thief
- Delicatessen
The Brothers Karmazov (1931)
Mr. Smith Goes to Washington
Rififi
Lock, Stock, and Two Smoking Barrels

Loulou
I Am Cuba
Chinatown
Night of the Hunter

Mississippi Masala
WWII Shorts
Tampopo
Swingers

Mexican Bus Ride / Land without Bread
Harvey
The Killer
Zero Effect

Arsenic and Old Lace
My Fair Lady
Maltese Falcon
L.A. Confidential

I'll Never Cry
Diabolique
The Sting
Muppets Take Manhattan

Nayak
The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly
Notorious
Orlando

Breakfast at Tiffany’s
Faust (1994)
Do the Right Thing
The Last Seduction

Klute
Gaslight
Following
The Conversation

Spring 2002
Cut It Out: Collage and Montage in the Avant-Garde
Jordan / Klahr
Sonbert / Dorsky
Stan Brakhage
Just a Movie
Breer / O'Neill
Abigail Child
Larry Jordan
Reports

Maxfest
Badlands / Annie Hall

Springtime in Paris
Children of Paradise
Hotel du Nord
L'Atalante
The Red Balloon / Billy’s Balloon / An American in Paris
Zazie dans le Metro
Paris Asleep / Alphaville
Rendezvous in Paris
Breathless / Rules of the Game
Hate
What Time Is It There?

Modern Texas
Paris, Texas
Brewster McCloud
Reality Bites
Waco: Rules of Engagement
Slacker
Urban Cowboy
Hands on a Hard Body
True Stories
Bottle Rocket
Selena

Preston Sturges and Coen Brothers
Miracle of Morgan’s Creek
Raising Arizona
Sullivan’s Travels
Barton Fink
Christmas in July / Palm Beach Story
The Hudsucker Proxy
Unfaithfully Yours
Fargo
The Lady Eve
Miller’s Crossing

Architecture in Cinema
L’inhumaine
Playtime
Just Imagine
Things to Come
Lost Horizon
The Fountainhead
Mon Oncle
Last Year at Marienbad
Dark City
Brazil

Fantasy Film Scores
The Dark Crystal
The City of Lost Children
Alien
The Empire Strikes Back
The Seventh Voyage of Sinbad
Gattaca
Planet of the Apes
Conan the Barbarian
Dark City
Brazil

Winter 2002

Race Movies: Black Cinema Before 1950
Within Our Gates
Spying the Spy / Two Knights of Vaudeville
/ A Natural Born Gambler
Body and Soul
Ten Nights in the Bar Room
Scar of Shame
Veiled Aristocrats
Harlem Rides the Range / Moon over Harlem
The Girl in Room 20
Juke Joint

Red for Danger, Fire and Love: Early German Silent Films
Christmas Thoughts / The Swamp Flower
Madeleine / The Treacherous Woman
The Right to Exist / On a Lonely Island
The Mysterious Club / The Black Ball, or The Mysterious Sisters
Twice Lived / And the Lights Went Out
The Children of the Major / Atonement
Wanda’s Trick / The Love of Maria Bonde
The Queen of the Stock Exchange
The Devil’s Church

Film and Memory
Hiroshima, Mon Amour
Total Recall
12 Monkeys / La Jetee
Solaris
Eve’s Bayou
Wild Strawberries
Jacob’s Ladder
Shoah
Mirage

Kubrick
The Killer’s Kiss / The Killing
Paths of Glory
Spartacus
Lolita
Dr. Strangelove
A Clockwork Orange
Barry Lyndon
Full Metal Jacket
Eyes Wide Shut

Graham Greene
Ministry of Fear
Confidential Agent
This Gun for Hire
Brighton Rock
The Fallen Idol
The Third Man
The Heart of the Matter
The End of the Affair
The Quiet American
Our Man in Havana
Revising Shakespeare
Hamlet (1921)
Kiss Me Kate
Throne of Blood
Chimes at Midnight
Ran
My Own Private Idaho
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead
Looking for Richard
Titus
Hamlet (2000)

Fall 2001

HIV / AIDS
Jeffrey
Two Marches / Longtime Companion
Bye Bye Africa
Philadelphia
The Last Time I Saw Ron / This Is Not An AIDS Advertisement / Fast Trip, Long Drop
The Living End
Frank’s Cock / Zero Patience
Elegy in the Streets / Blue
A.I.D.S.C.R.E.A.M. / Ecco Homo / Final Solutions / Panic Bodies

Unseen Cinema: Early American Avant-Garde Film 1893-1941
Down to Earth: Social Realism and the Experimental Melodrama
Cinema’s Secret Garden: The Amateur as Auteur
Ecstatic Moments Along the River of Time
A F***ing Miracle!: Revolutions in Technique and Form
Picturing a Metropolis: NYC Unveiled
The Devil’s Plaything: Fantastic Myths and Fairytales
First Steps: Early Efforts by Renowned Hollywood Directors
Lovers of Cinema
The Mechanized Eye

Aging Stars
Limelight
All About Eve
Life of Oharu
Whatever Happened to Baby Jane?
Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?
Last Tango in Paris
City of Women
Terms of Endearment
Unforgiven
Nobody’s Fool

New East Asian Cinema
Yi Yi
Flowers of Shanghai
In the Mood for Love
Taboo
Chunhyang
The River
Nowhere to Hide
Suzhou River
Cure
The Road Home

Laemmle’s Universal
Foolish Wives
The Hunchback of Notre Dame (1923)
The Cat and the Canary (1927)
Dracula (1931)
Waterloo Bridge (1931)
Frankenstein (1931) / Bride of Frankenstein (1935)
Law and Order (1932)
The Mummy (1933) / The Raven (1935)
Imitation of Life (1935)
Show Boat (1936)

John Sayles
Baby, It’s You
Clan of the Cave Bear
Matewan
Eight Men Out
City of Hope
Passion Fish
The Secret of Roan Inish
Lone Star
Men With Guns
Limbo

**Summer 2001**

Meet Me in St. Louis
Mine Own Executioner
Quiz Show
Children of Paradise

Yeelen
The Best Years of Our Lives
Daughters of the Dust
The Big Lebowski

The 1000 Eyes of Dr. Mabuse
The Bat Whispers
A Streetcar Named Desire
To Live

Aristotle's Plot
Red Planet Mars
The Man Who Knew Too Much (1934)
Five Easy Pieces

Ordet
Forbidden Planet
In a Lonely Place
La Femme Nikita

Black Narcissus
It Came from Beneath the Sea
Kika
Secrets and Lies

Scarface (1932)
The Incredible Shrinking Man
Happy Together
Network

Greed
Invasion of the Body Snatchers
Tabu
McCabe and Mrs. Miller

Miracle of Morgan's Creek

War of the Worlds
Outlaw Josey Wales
Time Regained

Beauty and the Beast
It Came from Outer Space
Peewee's Big Adventure
La Dolce Vita

**Spring 2001**

Landscape
O Panama / Deseret
Horizons West / The Sky on Location / Cowboy and Indian Film
Forest Bay / Tree / Seven Days / Estuary / Sky Light / Drift
Roswell / Pitch Black
Cayuga Run / Wintergarden / River-Ghost / Landscape / In Titan's Goblet / Study of a River
Woman in the Dunes / Alaya
Snatch
Restless / Koyaanisqatsi
El Valley Centro
Too Early, Too Late

U.S. Human Rights Documentaries
Well-Founded Fear
Fear and Learning at Hoover Elementary
Homeland
Blood in the Face / Licensed to Kill
Through the Wire
American Chain Gang
American Dream
The Big One
Public Housing
30 Frames a Second / Trade-Off

Songs in the Dark
Josephine Baker: Star of the Folies-Bergere / The Jazz Singer
Carmen Miranda: Bananas Is My Business / The Gang's All Here
Show Boat (1951)
West Side Story
Zoot Suit
The Killer of Sheep / Wattstax
Yentl
Latcho Drom
Illusions / Buena Vista Social Club
South Park: Bigger, Longer, and Uncut

Seeing the Light
The Passion of Joan of Arc
Winter Light
Diary of a Country Priest
Breaking the Waves
The Apostle
Malcolm X.
Rosemary's Baby
The Sacrifice
La Genese
The Mission

Billy Wilder
People on Sunday / Ninotchka
The Major and the Minor
Double Indemnity
Sunset Boulevard
Ace in the Hole
Some Like It Hot
The Apartment
One, Two, Three
Kiss Me, Stupid
The Private Life of Sherlock Holmes

Cuban Cinema
Laos: The Forgotten War / 79 Springtimes of Ho Chi Minh / Hanoi, Tuesday the 13th
For the First Time / Death of a Bureacrat
The First Charge of the Machete
Lucia
One Way or Another
The Other Francisco
The Crocodile Conspiracy / Parting of the Ways
House for Swap
Strawberry and Chocolate
Life Is to Whistle

Winter 2001
Kafkaesque / Stop-Motion: O'Brien, Harryhausen
The Interview
The Interrogation
Kafka
The Castle
The Trial
Clash of the Titans
Legend of Drunken Master
King Kong
The Lost World

Contemporary Canadian
Project Grizzly / 32 Short Films about Glenn Gould
Jesus de Montreal
Your Name in Cellulite / Double Happiness
Le Confessional
Odilon Redon / Cube
Rude
The Hanging Garden
Last Night
Strange Brew

Espionage
The 39 Steps / The Spy in Black
The Guns of Navarone
Eye of the Needle
From Russia with Love
The Spy Who Came in from the Cold
The Ipcress File
The Hunt for Red October
Spies Like Us
Sneakers

Making the Picture
Get Shorty
Silent Movie
Hold Me While I'm Naked / Lisbon Story
The Player
Day for Night
Life and Death 9413: A Hollywood Extra / 8½
Singin' in the Rain
Contempt
Hearts of Darkness: A Filmmaker’s Apocalypse
Swimming with the Sharks

Composer Bernard Herrmann
The Devil and Daniel Webster
The Magnificent Ambersons
The Ghost and Mrs. Muir
The Day the Earth Stood Still
5 Fingers
Cape Fear
Vertigo
Obsession
Marnie
The Bride Wore Black

Our Troubled Youth
Wild Boys of the Road
Youth Run Wild / Zero for Conduct
The 400 Blows
Over the Edge
Babylon
Surburbia
River’s Edge
Rodrigo D: No Futuro
Boyz in the Hood
Rromper Stomper

Fall 2000

Women of Precode Hollywood
Morocco
Night Nurse
Queen Christina
Queen Kelly
She Done HimWrong / I’m No Angel
Grand Hotel
Employees’ Entrance / The Bitter Tea of
General Yen
The Most Dangerous Game / Christopher Strong
Red Dust

Slapstick

Tillie’s Punctured Romance / The Knockout / Coney Island
The Rink / The Idle Class / The Pilgrim
One Week / The Boat / The Blacksmith / The Electric House
The Cinema Director (aka Luke’s Movie Muddle) / Safety Last / Girl Shy
Big Business / Hands Up! / First Hundred Years
The Gold Rush
A Night at the Opera
The Nutty Professor
The Pink Panther
Ace Ventura, Pet Detective

Reel Politicians
Dark Horse
The Great McGinty
State of the Union
The Last Hurrah
Advise and Consent
Seven Days in May
The Seduction of Joe Tynan
The Candidate
Bob Roberts
Nixon

Kurosawa
Sanshiro Sugata
Stray Dog
Rashomon
Ikiru
The Seven Samurai
The Hidden Fortress
Yojimbo
High and Low
Dodes’Ka-den
Dreams

Australian National
Picnic at Hanging Rock
The Chant of Jimmy Blacksmith
Newsfront
Breaker Morant
Gallipoli
Young Einstein
Proof
Adventures of Priscilla, Queen of the Desert
Kiss or Kill

Neo-Noir
Body Heat
Batman
Pulp Fiction
Heat
One False Move
Lost Highway
Basic Instinct
Red Rock West
The Usual Suspects

Summer 2000
His Girl Friday
Miller's Crossing
Treasure of the Sierra Madre
Casablanca
Oh, Woe Is Me
Planet of the Apes
Manchurian Candidate
Evil Dead

Solaris
Dr. Zhivago
Breathless
The Celebration

Fallen Angels
Them!
Spider Baby
Rules of the Game

Bride of Frankenstein
Lolita
Dr. Akagi
Fast Times at Ridgemont High

Charulata
Son of the Sheik
M.
Usual Suspects

Kind Hearts and Coronets
Where the Sidewalk Ends
A Clockwork Orange
The Muppets Take Manhattan
Broken Blossoms
After Hours
Alien
Gremlins
Passion of Joan of Arc
Kiss Me Deadly
Wizard of Oz
Dark City

High Noon
Dead Man
Hamlet (1990)
North By Northwest

Spring 2000
Forty Years of Iranian Cinema
A Fire / Brick and Mirror
Rainpour
Qaysar
Where Is My Friend's House?
The Wave, Coral, and Rock / The Secrets of the Treasure of Possessed Valley
The Mare
Homework
Once Upon a Time, Cinema
Travelers

Eastern European New Waves
Cranes Are Flying
I Was Nineteen
House Under the Rock
Land of Angels
The Red and the White
Love Affair (1967)
Born in 45
Shadows of Forgotten Ancestors
Ten Thousand Days
The Mirror
Women on the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown
Tie Me Up! Tie Me Down!
Live Flesh
All About My Mother

**Winter 2000**

The Last War
Shoulder Arms / Hearts of the World
The Big Parade
Wings
All Quiet on the Western Front
Westfront 1918
Duck Soup
Grand Illusion
The Dawn Patrol
The Great Dictator

**Surrealist Visions**
Un chien andalou, Le retour a la raison,
Emak-Bakia / L'Etoile de mer / A propos de
Nice

**Spectacle: Early Magic Films**
Comrades / Mabel's Dramatic Career / The
Surf Girl / The Masquerader / Getting
Acquainted / Modeling / Chess Nuts
/ Betty in Blunderland
The Potted Psalm / The Cage / The Petrified Dog
Meshes in the Afternoon / At Land / A
Study in Choreography for the Camera / Ritual in
Transfigured Time / The Very Eye of Night
The Wonder Ring / Gnir Rednow / Centu-
ries of June / Carousel / Jack's Dream / Thimble
Theater

**German Expressionist Cinema**
Nerves / From Morn to Midnight
Genuine / Algol
Waxworks
Raskolnikov
Journey Into Night / Phantom
The Golem / The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari
The Nibelungen: Siegfried / The Nibelun-
gen: Kriemhild's Revenge
Metropolis
Secrets of a Soul / Crisis
The Street / The Student of Prague

**Cinematographers Gregg Toland / James
Wong Howe**
The Grapes of Wrath
Wuthering Heights
Ball of Fire
Citizen Kane
The Best Years of Our Lives
Peter Pan (1924)
The Criminal Code
Objective, Burma!
The Sweet Smell of Success
Seconds

**Surf Cinema / Almovodar**
Beach Flirt / Million Dollar Mermaid
Bhaji on the Beach
The Mystery of Leaping Fish / Girl Happy
South Pacific
Point Break
Matador

**Exile**
My House is on Fire / Mabo: Life of an Is-
land Man
Smoke Signals
Windhorse
Photographer / Citizen Langlois
Time of the Gypsies
Wings of Desire
Cry Freedom
Tangos, The Exile of Gardel
Obstinate Memory

**Early Abstractions: No.1-5, 7, 10, 11 /
Heaven and Earth Magic**
Window Water Baby Moving / The Dead /
The Act of Seeing with One's Own Eyes /
Unconscious London Strata / Birds of Paradise
Landscape Suicide
African Cinema
Camp de Thiaroye
Sambizanga
Afrique, jet e plumerai / Chef!
Flame
Yaaba
Hyenas
Les Maitres fous / Jaguar
Everyone's Child
Tableau ferraille

Travel
The Searchers
Dersu Uzala
The Wages of Fear
A Night to Remember
Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade
Apocalypse Now
Lawrence of Arabia
Mountains of the Moon
Around the World in 80 Days

Herzog
Signs of Life
Fata Morgana
Land of Silence and Darkness
Aguirre: The Wrath of God
The Mystery of Kaspar Hauser
Great Ecstasy of the Woodsculptor Steiner / La Soufriere
Heart of Glass
Woyzeck
Nosferatu the Vampyre
My Best Fiend

Before the Fall: '70s Auteurs
Bonnie and Clyde
Targets
The Godfather
The Exorcist
American Graffiti
Badlands
Jaws
Nashville
Taxi Driver

Heaven's Gate

Fall 1999

Songs of Love and Death: Lyrical Horror
Phantom of the Opera
The Old Dark House
The Black Cat
Mad Love
Rebecca
Mad Love
The Cat People / I Walked with a Zombie
The Spiral Staircase
Eyes without a Face
Peeping Tom

Direct Cinema
Crisis: Behind a Presidential Commitment / Primary
Showman
Chiefs / Fischer Quintuplets / Happy Mother's Day
What's Happening: The Beatles in the U.S.A.
Meet Marlon Brando / On the Road with Duke Ellington
Don't Look Back
High School
Salesman
Hospital
Chronique d'un ete

The Spanish Civil War
Blockade
For Whom the Bell Tolls
La Caza
The Spirit of the Beehive
Dreams and Nightmares
Heart of Spain / The Spanish Earth
The Good Fight
Forever Activists: Abraham Lincoln Brigade Veterans
Ay, Carmela
Land and Freedom

Contemporary French
To Have (or Not)
A Family Resemblance
Western
Life of Jesus
Will it Snow for Christmas?
Dry Cleaning
Dreamlife of Angels
Jeanne and the Perfect Guy
Sitcom
I Stand Alone

Suicide
Flirting with Fate
What Price Hollywood?
The Seventh Victim
Mouchette
Le Samourai
Harold and Maude
Heathers
A Taste of Cherry
Fireworks (1997)

Red Hollywood
Red Hollywood
Force of Evil
Lady from Shanghai
Body and Soul
Thieves’ Highway
Christ in Concrete
He Ran All the Way
Salt of the Earth
Finger of Guilt